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A Wish for Welness
Introducing

Hi-Tech Appliances
Formed with the prime vision of making science meet everyday needs,
Hi-Tech Appliances is the brainchild of the renowned Hi-Tech group.
Blending cutting edge technology with premium quality, and catering
to maximum requirements of every household is Hi-Tech's recipe of
accelerating lifestyles with extreme comfort.
With world class quality products implementing the ﬁnest technology
available and putting constant research to use, Hi-Tech ensures to give
you products that are your companions everywhere. From your Kitchen
The Hi-Tech group was established in 1995 with the objective of

to all your trips, Hi-Tech Appliances will ﬁnd their use and place in your

providing the best of health and living conditions across the country. In

life. Classy designs, sharp technology, and unmatchable power take the

no time, the group has become a name familiar to every Indian

brand to a whole new degree of excellence.

household. A Pioneer in the world of RO, UF and UV based water
puriﬁers, cold storage units and real estate sector, the group has

A huge collection of products to choose from, and many more

stepped in the home appliances segment and is quickly sailing towards

revolutionary products to join the list soon, Hi-Tech Appliances is

being a giant in the same.

constantly striving towards expanding its horizons. Targeting both

A master class in inventive brilliance, Hi-Tech manufactures a wide

spotting, Hi-Tech is all set to go toe-to-toe with the biggest names in the

variety of water treatment plants that range between 6L/hour to an

world of household appliances. Improving lives with meaningful

established and emerging markets by extensive research and trend

unbelievable 1,00,000L/hour purifying capacity. With a mammoth

innovations, maximizing eﬃciency & minimising eﬀort: Hi-Tech makes

production capacity of 5,000 domestic RO units and 125 Commercial

things possible.

purifying plants, Hi-Tech is one of the largest ﬁsh in the water world.
Having ISO 9001, 14001 and 18001 certiﬁcation and being an Indian
government approved agency for central sponsored projects, speaks
volumes about the reliability and quality of the company. Selling
through more than 45 direct sales branches & ever increasing business
associates, the group is an integral part of the Indian markets.
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Claypot
Multi Cookers

Mini Multi Cooker

Chef Mate
Hot & Cold

Chef Master
101

Turbo Blender

Noodle & Pasta
Maker Plus

Master Chef Appliances
Your kitchen holds the soul of your home. A kitchen that takes care of health, taste, saves time and takes all the
stress away, is the kitchen you deserve. Throw away all the stuﬀ that is taking up unnecessary space, using up too
much power and too much of your time, adding to your eﬀort & making your kitchen look like a store room. HiTech's Master Chef Range brings you premium innovative appliances that can be tastefully implemented in any
kitchen.
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Advantages of Clay Pot:

Releases

Patented ceramic clay pot
The clay pot has a very sophiscated procedure :
3 Clay - 11 Techniques - 28 Procedures

3 Clay from Jingde
town, Guzihou
province & Australia

Raw material
processing

Cleaning the surface Baked at 1350 C high
temperature

Even Distribution of Heat to
Ensure Rich Taste of Food
far infrared rays

Adjusts the pH value
Making water more healthy

Inner pot shaped

Dry by airing

Deep processing

100% inspection

The use of clay not only
retains all the nutrients but
also adds a hint of calcium,
phosphorous, iron and several
other essential minerals

Real Non - Stick & Easy Clean

0% Water & Taste Absorption

100% Natural Clay with
0% Poisonous ingredient
Mixed up by Ceramic clay, Kaolin clay & Spodumene
generated under 1350 C high temperature, poisonous ingredients disappear 100%
Clay Pot :
Easy
5

Other Pot :
Difficult

Clay Pot :
No change
in taste till 24 hours

Other Pot :
Food taste
changes
within 24 hours
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Claypot Multi Cooker 1.5L

Claypot Multi Cooker Plus 4L

Hi-Tech's Clay Pot Multi-cooker is a one of its kind patented product in the cooking range with a 100% natural and organic pot. It is designed using patented Korean technology. Based on the most primitive and classic forms of cooking, it is made from 3 types of clay moulded in 5 layers of a combined
thickness of 5.5mm. Each featured layer is formed to serve its dedicated function. The Clay Pot is developed using 11 techniques and 28 extensive procedures and tests. The formation process takes place at 1350°C that completely eliminates the risk of any kind of poisonous elements in the materials
used. It has been tested that over 90% of Teﬂon non-stick coating has some form of poisonous ingredient that may appear on repeated use. Absence of any such coating makes our Clay Pot a highly recommended product for all the users due to its emphasis on healthy living.

1 in india

KOREAN

st

handi cooker

1 in india

KOREAN

TECHNOLOGY

st

handi cooker

TECHNOLOGY

1st

pH

1st In India

Korean Technology

Patented Ceramic
Claypot

Adjusts the pH
Value

0%
Ensures Rich Taste
of Food

Retains & Add
Essentials Minerals

0% Water & Taste
Absorbtion

Condensation
Collector

Anti-Spillover & Detachable
Steaming Valve

Visual Window
Design for top Lid

Easy to Use
& Carry

Real Non-Stick &
Easy to Clean

Curry

Portable Design

1.5

Digital Display

L

Volume : 1.5 L
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8 Different Functions

Voltage: 220-240 Volts

5.5
24 Hours Preset Function

Power : 350 W

mm

5.5 mm Clay Coating

White Rice

Brown Rice

Slow Stew

Soup

Yogurt

Ÿ

Model number: 0101

Ÿ

Model number: 0102

Ÿ

Accessories: Instruction manual,

Ÿ

Accessories: Instruction manual,

Recipe book, Rice/soup spoon,

Recipe book, Rice/soup spoon,

Measuring cup

Measuring cup

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Voltage: 220-240 Volts

5.5

mm

5.5 mm Clay Coating

Portable Design

12 Different Functions

Digital Display

24 Hours Preset Function

Power : 790 W

4L
Volume : 4L
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Mini Multi Cooker

Chef Mate Hot & Cold

Hi-Tech's Mini Multi-cooker is an Intelligent Cooker with Delay Timer. It is highly portable and very convenient to use. Its four function

Hi-Tech's Chef Mate- Hot & Cold Power Blender lives up to its name due to its super

buttons which allow the user to customize cooking settings according to his needs/availability of time and delicacy in question, small size,

powerful ability to mix, churn, grind, heat, and blend a variety of things, that too in no time.

multi-utility factor and user-friendliness makes it the perfect device for small families and students. The inner pot is layered with premium

The most important feature of this blender is that it allows heating at various optional

quality non-stick coating which enables one to cook with minimum usage of oil. The device is easy to clean, distributes heat uniformly and

temperatures from 60 C to more than 100 C for diﬀerent needs. The powerful machine

is scratch resistant.

comes with an ultra-modern LED panel installed to display the settings. This device works
on 6 separate program options for vegetable/fruit juice, soup, sauce/broth, soy milk,
paste and milkshake.

Applications

Intelligent cooker

ALL in 1

with delay timer

power
blender

Travel

Hostel

Innovative Heating
Technology

Overheating &
Overcurrent Protector

9
Regular

Office

Multipurpose
Electric Cooker

Intelligent Cooker
with Delay Timer

Carry & Cook
Everywhere

Keep Warm
Function

Stainless Steel
Body

Volume : 1 L
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4 Functions

Inner Pot : 1mm
Non Stick Coating

Power : 180 W

Operating Voltage:
220 V / 50 Hz

Multiple Preset
Functions

Feather Touch
LED Panel

Highly Durable
Glass Jar

Super Powerful 1500W
motor with 32,000 RPM

Picnic

Ÿ

Model number: 0104

Ÿ

Model number: 0803

Ÿ

Accessories: Instruction manual,

Ÿ

Includes Blender, Instruction manual,

Rice/soup spoon, Measuring cup

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

1L

Baby Food

Recipe book

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

5L
1.7

Heating Function

Power : 1500W

Operating Voltage:
220V - 240V

00

,0
32

Volume : 1.75 L

Frequency
50/60 Hz

RPM: 32,000

Keep Warm
Function
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Chef Master 101

Turbo Blender

! Hi-Tech's Chef Master 101 is a Stand mixer which is a complete solution to all your mixing, blending, kneading, whisking and beating

Hi-Tech's Turbo Blender is a quick and easy solution for a wide range of activities in your kitchen. Its

needs. Smooth Tilt Head Design equipped with a 4 litre removable stainless steel container with bowl cover and 3 high quality blades

ergonomic soft grip size and handy design make it easy to carry and safe to use. Not only does this

dedicated to their particular type of mixing, this machine is highly sturdy, eﬃcient, and safe. The 6 speed controls enables you to observe

set is useful to whip creams for icing, it also comes in very handy for preparing ice cream, cakes and

the mixing as per the dish's requirements and get just the perfect mix. Stainless steel parts eliminate the risk of corrosion to zero, thereby

many other delicacies on a regular basis.The unique smart speed control makes it an advanced

ensuring a long lasting product. This master chef product has a planetary motion for perfect mixing result along with attractive and

version of its counterparts in the market. The amount of control oﬀered by this one feature is

indicative LED light.

remarkable. The blender lets you control its speed by controlling how much you squeeze it. The
harder you squeeze, the faster it blends, speed level of which is indicated by the LED light.

UNIQUE SMART
SPEED Control

Smooth Tilt
Head Design

Planetary Motion for
Perfect Mixing Result

Unique Smart
Speed Control

LED Light to Show
Speed Level

6 Speed Control +
Pulse Function

3 Blades for
Perfect Mixing

Ergonomic Soft
Grip

High Quality Blades
Suited to Indian Needs

Easy to Use &
Carry

Extra Large Stick for
a More Convenient
Operation

Loaded with Essential
Accessories

0W

60

Powerful 600W
Motor

Ÿ
Ÿ

4L
Includes a 4 Litre
Stainless Steel Bowl
with Bowl Cover
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Switch with LED

Balloon Whisk

Beater

Dough Hook

Model number: 0806

Ÿ

Includes 3 blades for mixing: Beater,

Ÿ

Model number: 0104
Includes Turbo Blender, 500ml

Balloon Whisk ,Dough Hook, Bowl

chopper, 600ml plastic cup, Whisk,

Cover, Instruction Manual and Recipe

Wall mount bracket and Instruction

Book

manual

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Detachable Stainless
Steel Stick with Blade

Portable & Easy
to Use

Power : 800W

Operating Voltage:
220 - 240V/50-60 Hz
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Noodle & Pasta Maker Plus
The Instant Noodle and Pasta Maker Plus is a smart appliance that goes beyond ordinary in both- quality as well as utility. The intricately
designed, fully automatic noodle maker helps in mixing, kneading and neatly squeezing out fresh and completely hygienic and healthy
noodles in just a matter of minutes. Its custom made dies help in making 7 diﬀerent types of noodles, and its ﬂexibility with ﬂavours and
ingredients lets you experiment with ease.

Fully Automatic
Mixing, Kneading
and Extruding

Exclusive 7 Moulds

Customization via using Elegant design with
Various Flavours and
Transparent Window
Ingredients

Soft Touch Panel
for Easy Operation

COMING SOON !

Ÿ
Ÿ

m
0g

60

Capacity:
600 grams
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60

RPM: 50-60 times

Model number: 0903
7 Different Dies for Various Noodles
and Gujiyas

-

50

Detachable Squeezing
Pole for Easy to
Use and Clean

Ÿ
Power : 200W

Operating Voltage:
220V/50Hz

Includes: Instruction Manual

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year
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Vacuum Blender

Slow Juicers

Professional Juicer

Air Fryer

Healthy Living
Health is paramount. Hi-Tech knows that the food you eat can either be the best form of medicine or the worst
kind of slow poison. The Healthy Living segment keeps your health and wellness on the top of priority chart
without neglecting the love for food and taste, even one bit. The product range is streamlined with the charm and
utility of every contemporary as well as modern Kitchen. Incorporating all the advancements of ﬁtness-centred
cooking and juicing without losing the essence & ﬂavour of the dish is what makes the range superior to its
regular counterparts.
15
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Vacuum Blending VS General Blending
Vacuum Blending: 100% Juice Yield with 100% Vitamins & Nutrition

Poshtik Vacuum Blender
Hi-Tech brings you state of the art technology in its all new Poshtik Vacuum Blender with Anti-Oxidation. This blender oﬀers everything
that guarantees a 100% pure, eﬀective and healthy blending. It operates on the basic principle of vacuuming. It takes out the air in

Color
Vacuum Blender keeps the color fresh and
retains Nutrition in the juice

vs
Vacuum Blending

Vacuum Blending

Oxidation

st

1 in India
100% Juice Yield

Vacuum Blender minimizes oxidation resulting
into signiﬁcantly fewer bubbles

3
Easy Operation with
Anti-Oxidation to
3 Functions
prevent loss of Nutrients

General Blending

Separation

vs
Vacuum Blending
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layers and eliminates any chances of inconsistency throughout the juices.

General Blending

vs

Vacuum

container jar so as to prevent oxidation of the food item, reducing any kind of nutrient damage to zero and restoring all the vitamins,
thereby making the food and juice 100% healthy, much more tasty and delicious. The vacuum so created also leads to no separation of the

Powerful
Motor

No Layer Separation
of the pulp and water

Provides Higher
Vitamins and Essential
Nutrients

Multi-function:
Can be Used to
Vacuum other
Accessories

Best Quality
BPA-free Tritan
Material Jar

No layer separation with Vacuum Blending

General Blending

BPA-Free

8 Blade

One Touch

Anti
Vibration

b

d
75

Low Noise Level

Ÿ

Model number: 0807

Ÿ

Accessories: Vacuum Hose,

Ÿ

Optional: Vacuum Container, Vacuum

ml

Instruction Manual

00
17

Jar Capacity:
1700ml

800W Motor with
Durable Cuarto
28,000 RPM
Axis 8 Pieces SS Blade

Operating Voltage:
220V - 240V

Bag, Vacuum Wine Cap

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years
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Slow Juicers Vs
High Speed Juicers

Real natural juice is from
slow extraction
The slow juicer adopts the technique of low-speed spiral
extraction, which rotates at a slow speed to squeeze the

Slow Juicer

Win
ŸNo Oxidation

Traditional Juicer

VS

Lose

juice slowly like squeezing a towel without damaging the
fruit’s cell structure, but maintaining their nutrients.

What is natural juice ?
Natural juice is made from fruits and vegetables by means of

ŸQuick Oxidation

physical extraction. It is 100% pure fruit juice without any

ŸNo layers-Separation

ŸPulp & Juice Separation

additives. Natural Juice dose not gets oxidized easily,

ŸUpto 85% Juice Yield

Ÿ50% Juice Yield

change it’s color or separate into layers.

ŸNo damage to the Fruits

ŸDamage to the Fruits

Cell Structure
ŸSlow Spiral Technology

Cell Structure
ŸHigh Speed Blending

which Slowly Squeezes
the Juice
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Juice Presso Classic

Juice Presso Pro

The prime objective of any juice is to be a healthy drink. Keeping that in mind, Hi-Tech

Hi-Tech brings to you Juice PressoPro- Slow Juicer. The slow spiral pressing technology

brings to you the Juice Presso Classic Slow Juicer. The slow spiral pressing technology

takes the process of extracting juice from fruits and vegetables to a whole new level of

takes the process of extracting juice from fruits and vegetables to a whole new level of

purity. Its super large inlet reduces the time and eﬀort that goes in cutting the fruit into

purity. Unlike the regular high speed juicers, this slow juicer's patented slow pressing

small pieces. It intakes small fruits as a whole and juice them with utmost precision. Along

mechanism causes no damage to the fruit cell structure and preserves all the

with that, the slow juicer gives more than 85% consistent and smooth juice yield and

nutritious content. Along with that, the slow juicer gives as high as 85% consistent and

causes no oxidation of the juice, as a result the juice stays fresh longer which makes it not

smooth juice yield and causes no oxidation of the juice, as a result the juice stays fresh

only healthier but also a far more eﬃcient tool of juicing.

longer which makes it not only healthier but also a far more eﬃcient tool of juicing.

NEXT GEN JUICER

%
85

NEXT GEN JUICER

%
85

Slow Spiral
Pressing Technology

Incredible 85%
Juice Yield

Forward & Reversion
Function

Slow Spiral
Pressing Technology

Incredible 85%
Juice Yield

Forward & Reversion
Function

Retain Vitamins
& Minerals

Modern & Sleek
Noise-Free Design

Low Power
Consuming Design

Retain Vitamins
& Minerals

Modern & Sleek
Noise-Free Design

Low Power
Consuming Design

m

m
80
Easy to Clean
& Use

1.1

L

1.1 L Juice Cup &
0.8L Pulp Container
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55
Quiet Motor &
Low Vibration

RPM : 55

Power : 120W

Operating Voltage:
220V - 240V

Easy to Clean
& Use

Super Wide 80mm
Diameter Inlet

Ÿ

Model number: 0801

Ÿ

Model number: 0802

Ÿ

Includes Juicer, Instruction manual,

Ÿ

Includes Juicer, Instruction manual,

0.8L Pulp Container, 1.1L Juice Cup &

0.8L Pulp Container, 1.1L Juice Cup &

Juice Stopper

Juice Stopper

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Feather touch
LED Panel

1.1

L

1.1L Juice Cup &
0.8L Pulp Container

55
Quiet Motor &
Low Vibration

RPM : 55

Power : 200W

Operating Voltage:
220V - 240V
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Professional Juicer 1.1L

Rapid Air Fryer

Hi-Tech presents the advanced and elegant Professional Juicer. This appliance is speciﬁcally designed to reduce the amount of eﬀort,

Hi-Tech presents the Rapid Air Fryer with rapid air technology. Equipped with non-stick oil tank, overheating protection technology, auto-

time and power consumption in making thoroughly consistent and nutritious juice that tastes good. Its compact size with durable SS body

cut oﬀ technology and 30 minutes timer based shut-oﬀ system, the Rapid Air fryer provides minimal to no oil based nutritious, consistent,

makes it extremely space saving and handy to use. A wide inlet facilitates easy intake of large pieces of fruits and vegetables. A dedicated

and precise cooking. This highly eﬃcient appliance reduces the oil consumption in cooking by as much as 80%, consequently lowering the

1.5L pulp separating chamber along with a 1.1L juice cup guarantees a constant and continuous juicing experience.

health hazards considerably. The machine is absolutely Dishwasher friendly, which makes it stand out in its category. A balanced, oil free
diet teamed up with a quick and hassle free cooking and cleaning experience makes it every kitchen's requirement.

m
m
75
75mm Diameter
Extra Large
Feeding Tube

Durable Stainless
Steel Housing

1.5
Overheating Protector
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Stainless Steel
Juice Outlet

Power : 800W

Operating Voltage:
220W - 240W

80% less Oil used
Consumption

Rapid Air
Technology

Overheating
Protection

Auto Cut-off
for Safety

Adjustable
Thermostat and
Time Control

Non-stick oil tank

L

1.5L extra-large
pulp container &
1.1L juice cup

Portable & Easy
to Use

Switch with Blue
LED Housing

-80%
OIL USED

%

0
-8

Ÿ

Model number: 0804

Ÿ

Model number: 0201

Ÿ

Includes Juicer, Instruction manual

Ÿ

Includes Instruction manual, Cake

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

Pot & Recipe Book

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

0

20

80

Adjustable temperature:
80-200 C

3.6

L

Tank capacity:
3.6L

2.6

L

Basket capacity:
2.6L

Power : 1300W

Operating Voltage:
220 - 240V
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Professional OTG

OTG

Hand Mixer

Classic Counter Top
Every household is incomplete without appliances that open gateways for your kitchen to a whole new world of
quick, easy, smart and healthy cooking. Hi-Tech's superior range of Classic Counter Top products is a personal
assistant for your kitchen. With state of the art technology and designs, this segment oﬀers a merger between
the areas of baking, heating, toasting, grilling, blending, whisking and beating.

Hand
ScalesMixer
25

Alkaline
Bottle
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PrOTG 1600

PrOTG 2100

Hi-Tech brings PrOTG 1600, an ideal device that provides healthy, oil-free cooking options. With a capacity of 16L, this Oven Toaster Griller

Hi-Tech presents PrOTG 2100, an ideal device that provides healthy, oil-free cooking options. High quality stainless steel body makes this

is a blessing for everyone who is looking to bake and cook. Its compact size, however, does not hold it back from oﬀering you to try multiple

appliance highly durable, and resistant to corrosion, heat and chemical damage. The double glass door feature is what makes it a stand-

cuisines from across the world. The Professional OTG 1600 has a wide variety of temperature settings and 3 diﬀerent modes of heat

out supreme quality device in its category. Custom made with premium grade glass, the double layer system in the door provides

distribution via its 4 pieces of high quality stainless steel heating elements. Its stainless steel body ensures high durability, and resistance

tremendous amount of safety. While the inner layer guarantees withstanding extremely high temperatures, the outer layer of glass

to corrosion, heat and chemical damage,

ensures minimal heating eﬀect on the outside which makes touching and cooking in this OTG absolutely safe. Additionally, the Rotisserie
function allows perfectly balanced grilling and roasting.

Motorized Rotisserie
High Quality SS
Heating Elements

Equipped with Inside
Lamp to view easily

Keep warm function

Dotal s
T

High Quality SS
Heating Elements

Durable Stainless
Steel Housing

Equipped with Inside
Lamp to view easily

Timer to prevent
the food from getting
heated or burnt

Keep warm function

A special wave-wire
rack for making
tikka-style dishes

Timer to prevent
the food from getting
heated or burnt

A special wave-wire
rack for making
tikka-style dishes

Ÿ

Model number: 0601

Ÿ

Model number: 0602

Ÿ

Includes:1 bake tray, 1 wave wire

Ÿ

Accessories:1 rotisserie set, 1 crumb

rack, 4 skewers, 1 tray handle,

16

Instruction manual & Recipes
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st

Double Glass Total
Safety Feature

Durable Stainless
Steel Housing

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

i as
d
n
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n
i
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Baking tray

Power : 1200W

Crumb Tray

L

Capacity: 16 litres

tray, 1 bake tray, 1 wave wire rack, 4

21

skewers, 1 tray handle, instruction
manual & Recipes

Baking tray

Power : 1380W

Crumb Tray

L

Capacity: 21 litres

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years
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PrOTG 2800

PrOTG 3500

Hi-Tech Presents PrOTG 2800, an ideal device that provides healthy, oil-free cooking options. High quality stainless steel body makes this

Hi-Tech Presents PrOTG 3500, an ideal device that provides healthy, oil-free cooking options. High quality stainless steel body makes this

appliance highly durable, and resistant to corrosion, heat and chemical damage. The double glass door feature is what makes it a stand-

appliance highly durable, and resistant to corrosion, heat and chemical damage. The double glass door feature is what makes it a stand-

out supreme quality device in its category. Custom made with premium grade glass, the double layer system in the door provides

out supreme quality device in its category. Custom made with premium grade glass, the double layer system in the door provides

tremendous amount of safety. While the inner layer guarantees withstanding extremely high temperatures, the outer layer of glass ensure

tremendous amount of safety. While the inner layer guarantees withstanding extremely high temperatures, the outer layer of glass

zero heating eﬀect on the outside which makes touching the OTG absolutely safe. The Rotisserie function allows perfectly balanced

ensures zero heating eﬀect on the outside which makes cooking and touching the OTG absolutely safe. Convection function helps you

grilling and roasting which makes the appliance a complete package for the best baking, toasting and grilling experience.

bake and roast faster by quickly circulating heat within. The Rotisserie function allows perfectly balanced grilling and roasting.

Motorized Rotisserie

i as
d
n
i glatsure
n
i
1 oubalfeety Fea
st

Double Glass Total
Safety Feature

Convection Feature

i as
d
n
i glatsure
n
i
1 oubalfeety Fea
st

Double Glass Total
Safety Feature

Dotal s

Dotal s

T

T

High Quality SS
Heating Elements

Durable Stainless
Steel Housing

High Quality SS
Heating Elements

Durable Stainless
Steel Housing

Equipped with Inside
Lamp to view easily

Timer to prevent
the food from getting
heated or burnt

Equipped with Inside
Lamp to view easily

Motorized rotisserie

lu
xcv

siv

e

s
b
o
kn

4E
Keep warm function

A special wave-wire
rack for making
tikka-style dishes

Keep warm function

Ÿ

Model number: 0603

Ÿ

Model number: 0604

Ÿ

Accessories:1 rotisserie set, 1 crumb

Ÿ

Accessories:1 rotisserie set, 1 crumb
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tray, 1 bake tray, 1 wave wire rack, 4
skewers, 1 tray handle, instruction
manual & Recipes

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years
29

A special wave-wire
rack for making
tikka-style dishes

Baking tray

Power : 1500W

L

Capacity:
28 litres

35

tray, 1 bake tray, 1 wave wire rack, 4
skewers, 1 tray handle, instruction
Crumb Tray

manual & Recipes

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

Baking tray

Power : 1500W

L

Capacity:
35 litres

Crumb Tray
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Titan Hand Mixer

Ultra-slim Digital Kitchen Scale

Hi-Tech's Titan Hand Mixer is a compact yet dynamic and potent machine. With kneading and beating attachments made of premium

Hi-Tech's Ultra-Slim Digital Kitchen Scale is an essential ingredient for a healthy everyday life. With a classy black appearance and a

quality Stainless Steel, the hand mixer can give any stand mixer a run for its money. Its portable size, light weight, innovative-ergonomic

durable body, this device can weigh upto 5kg with utmost precision. This scale allows you to change the weighing unit from kgs to lbs and

design, comfortable grip and easy clean-up make it an asset for every kitchen. The eject button helps to remove the beaters/dough hooks

vice-versa. The tare option allows weighing of multiple ingredients in the same container, while the auto shut oﬀ feature helps save power.

from the unit for washing. Running on a 300W high-powered motor accompanied with High speed and Turbo settings, the mixer eﬃciently

The glass plus plastic body makes it light weight and easy to store. The backlight enabled LCD display makes reading convenient.

and eﬀortlessly kneads, whisks, whips, beats and mixes to perfection.

LCD
Digital Display

High Quality
SS accessories

Superior Plastic body
with Stainless Steel
decoration

G
5K
Weight upto 5kg
with precision

5 speed + Turbo
Function with an
Ejection button

Ÿ

5
5 speed +
turbo
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Model number: 0805
Includes Hand Mixer, SS Dough
Hooks and Beaters, Instruction

Power : 300W

Operating Voltage:
220W - 240W

Tare Option to Weigh
Multiple Ingredients

Portable and
Easy to use

Ÿ
Ÿ

Classy and Durable
Black Body

manual

Model number: 0906

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

G
5K
Capacity: 5kg

AA

m

g
0.1

Graduation: 0.1gm

A
2X
Material:
Glass + ABS plastic

Include Batteries

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years
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Digital Body Analyzer Scale

Travel Smart Digital
Luggage Scale

Hi-Tech presents the Body Analyser Scale which can measure your weight in both kilograms and pounds. Oﬀering a comprehensive and
accurate analysis of the vital health signs like body weight, body fat, hydration, bone mass, muscle mass, calories and BMI, this product is a
unique all-in-one machine. Packed with a memory chip that stores information of 12 people, enabling you to keep a record for your family
and friends. The large sized LCD screen makes reading easy. A capacity of a mammoth 180 kgs with a minimal graduation of 100gm, this
device is extremely useful and accurate. Its small size makes storage easy.

The Hi-Tech Travel Smart Digital Luggage Scale is a perfect companion for travellers. When you head to the airport next, weigh your bags
with this device before you leave. Its small size allows you to carry it anywhere and easy operation makes it extremely useful and
convenient. Just wrap the loop around the object, lift, and check the readings on the Blue backlight LCD panel. With a weighing capacity of
50kg and low graduation of 50gm, this scale comes highly eﬃcient and accurate. The scale gives readings in both Kgs and Lbs to save you
the hassle of metric conversions. It also has the Tare and Hold function which helps to weigh multiple bags. The auto-shut oﬀ feature helps

12
Comprehensive and
Accurate Analysis

save power when the scale is not in use.

Memory Chip to store
info for 12 individuals

Digital Display

Body Weight,
Step On and
Body Fat, Hydration,
Auto Zero Function
Bone Mass, Muscle Mass,
Calories and BMI

ms

gs

K
80

1

Capacity 180kgs

Kg

0.1

Body bone
increment: 0.1kg
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%

Body hydration
increment: 0.1%

Weighing Capacity
upto 50 kg

Tare Option to
weigh Multiple Bags

6m

1

0.1

KG
0
5

m

g
00

Graduation: 100gms

Handy and
Pocket-friendly

Ultra big
LCDdisplay

%

0.1

Body muscle
increment: 0.1%

6mm tempered
glass platform

.1 %

0

Body fat increment :
0.1%

Ÿ

Model number: 0202

Ÿ

Includes 2AAA Batteries

Ÿ

Low Battery Indication

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

Ÿ

Model number: 0203

Ÿ Warranty: 1 year

gs

K
50

Capacity:
50kgs / 110lbs

m

5g

Graduation:
5gm / 0.1lb

Includes Battery
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AA Revive Range

Advantages of Alkaline Water

Hi-Tech's AA Revive Bottle revives the water and helps in creating Anti-Oxidant Alkaline water- on the go. This bottle makes use of Korean
Bio Ceramic Technology that uses Ceramic Balls which displays high extrusion strength and zero percolation or deformation to ensure the
purest and healthiest drinking water. Not only does the AA Revive bottle provides Mineralized Anti-Oxidant Alkaline (pH 7.5-8.5) drinking
Increases absorption
of Vitamins and Minerals

Boosts immunity
against diseases

Stops the
aging process

Removes toxins

Weight loss

water but also adds essential nutrients like Calcium, Magnesium, Sodium, Potassium while regulating the Oxygen content in the water.
Why Alkaline Water? Your body needs a delicate acid-alkaline balance. Unfortunately, our Diet is rich in acidic substances and foods
including meat, dairy, processed foods and sugar. As your body tries to adjust for the acidity, it borrows from your alkaline reserves, which
can eventually result in chronic disease. This bottle turns the water alkaline that helps in maintaining the acid-alkaline balance without
borrowing from valuable reserves, recharge your immune system, balance your body, and deliver optimal hydration.

Maintains Heart
Health

Improves Digestive
Health

Maintain Blood
Pressure

Super Hydration

Detoxification

Provides Anti-Oxidant
and Alkaline Water

Adds Essential
Minerals and
Nutrients to the water

BPA-free
Tritan Material

Special Silicon
Grip for Easy to Use

Safety and
Protective Lock

Ergonomic and
Portable Design

COMING SOON !
Ÿ

AA Revive Bottle

Ÿ

Model: 0701

Ÿ

Includes: AA Water Bottle, User

Ÿ

Effective Puriﬁcation Capacity of

Manual, pH Testing Solution
1500 Litres
Ÿ

Test Results: pH 8.0 ~ 9.5 , ORP -50 ~
-150 mv, NMR , 51.497 Hz, Mineral
Ca,K, Mg, Na
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Chimneys & Range Hoods

Built-in Hobs

Major Appliances
The Major Appliances segment oﬀers a wide variety of premium quality, easy to use Hobs ranging from 2 to 5
burners, along with a wider range of classy and highly durable automatic Chimneys. These sleek products are
designed to give maximum output, utmost importance to safety and provide a classy touch to your kitchen. Their
sleek designs blend in with any kitchen while their high eﬃciency & hassle free functioning and maintenance
make them a must for every kitchen.

Food Waste Disposers
37
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Luxoticca

3
m /hr
1200

Premia

Hi-Tech brings you Design of the Year hood- Luxottica, the premium

Hi-Tech Premia, with a classy European design, is a

decorative Chimney engineered to suit your needs & oﬀering an attractive

Hood that has a high quality black glass and stainless

solution. With classy and elegant European design which is stylish and

steel body paired with a stainless steel safety net for the

innovative with its White Glass Body and not only blends perfectly with your

device. This powerful device displays an incredible

modern kitchen but also makes your kitchen absolutely healthy and

suction capacity of 1100m3/h air ﬂow, while consuming

pollution free due to its incredibly high performance 1200 m3/h suction

barely any power and making minimal noise

3
m /hr
1100

power. Its angular suction technology makes it even more eﬃcient and

EURopEAN

eﬀective as the smoke and fumes directly ﬂows into the vent sideways.

DESIGN

Detachable SS oil
collector

Auto Clean Feature

Feather Touch 2
Speed Panel

Detachable SS oil
collector

EURopEAN

DESIGN

600
High performance
sealed copper motor

Utility Storage
Platform

High performance
sealed copper motor

485

3 /h

Long-life 2 pieces
SS Baffle Safety Net

3

m
00

12

1200 m3/hr
powerful suction suitable
for Indian cooking style

400mm

340mm

m

c
90

Low Noise level:
69dB(A)

Length: 90cm
Black glass

Angular Suction
Technology

m

m
00

4

Chimney height:
400mm

LED lights

3 /h

90

cm

Length: 90cm
white glass
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Ÿ

Model number: 0301

Ÿ Warranty: Lifetime
Low Noise level:
65dB(A)

Heat Auto-clean

Long-life SS
Baffle filter

Feather Touch
3 Speed Panel

Ÿ

Model number: 0302

Ÿ Warranty: Lifetime

0m

0

14

Suction capacity:
1100 m3/h

LED lights
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Festo
EURopEAN

Festo Plus
EURopEAN

As you plan for your kitchen's look and safety, add this European design Hood to further

DESIGN

DESIGN

enhance the elegance and design of your kitchen. The Hi-Tech Festo has an advanced 3
speed touch technology which allows to control the speed as per need, which makes it
really convenient to use. A high quality stainless steel body and 2 pieces of SS Baﬄe
ﬁlters make this machine extremely durable. With stainless steel oil collector, this
chimney helps to protect your kitchen walls, cabinets and itself from getting spoilt.
6mm black tempered glass on the body makes it look extremely sleek and classy.
Additionally, Festo series comes with the heat auto clean feature that saves you all the
hassle of cleaning and maintaining the hood. This helps eliminating dust and oil residue
automatically thereby reducing your time and eﬀort. This powerful device displays an
incredible suction capacity of 1000m3/h air ﬂow, while consuming barely any power
and making minimal noise.

m

m

c
60
Auto Clean
Technology

Detachable SS oil
collector

c
90

High Performance
60 cm SS
Metal Motor
and Black Tempered
with Metal Housing
Glass Body

60

cm

Long-life 2
pieces SS
Baffle filter

Auto Clean
Technology

3 Speed
Touch Panel

Detachable SS oil
collector

Length: 60cm

Length: 90cm

High Quality
SS Body

3

m
00

/h

10

m
0m

45
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Chimney height:
450mm

90

Long-life 2
pieces SS
Baffle filter

3 Speed
Touch Panel

cm

High Quality
SS Body

Suction capacity:
1000 m3/h

2*1.5W
LED lights

High Performance
90 cm SS
Metal Motor
and Black Tempered
with Metal Housing
Glass Body

Suction capacity:
1000 m3/h

Ÿ

Model number: 0305

Ÿ Warranty: Lifetime

Ÿ

Model number: 0306

Ÿ Warranty: Lifetime

3

m
00

/h

10

2*1.5W
LED lights

Chimney height:
450mm

0
45

mm
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Desira

Delite

Desira is a European Design Hood that excels at accomplishing the

Delite is a European Design Hood that excels at accomplishing

task of reducing the smoke and smell while cooking to minimal

the task of reducing the smoke and smell while cooking to

and ensuring a hassle free cooking experience overall. A high

minimal and ensuring a hassle free cooking experience overall.

quality stainless steel body and ﬁlters makes this machine

The 3 speed touch control allows controlling the speed as per

extremely durable. The classy black acrylic panel adds to the

the need, which gives it an edge over its counterparts in the

beauty of your kitchen.

market. This powerful device displays a high suction capacity of
1000m3/h air ﬂow,

m
m
0

40

400mm
Chimney Height

3

m
00

/h

m
m
0

50

10

1000 m3/hr
suction capacity

3

m
00

First-rated
SS 430 Body and
Black Acrylic Panel

High Performance
Metal Motor
with Metal Housing

Long-life 2
pieces SS
Baffle filter

500mm
Chimney Height

3 Speed
Push Buttons

/h

10

1000 m3/hr
suction capacity

First-rated SS 430
Body and Black
Acrylic Panel

m

m

c
60

Length: 60cm

High Quality
SS Body
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c
60

Length: 60cm

m
m
6

6mm Durable
Tempered Glass

Long-life 2
pieces SS
Baffle filter

3 Speed
Touch Panel

High Quality
SS Body

Ÿ
2*1.5W
Effective Lights

High Performance
Metal Motor
with Metal Housing

Model number: 0303

Ÿ Warranty: Lifetime

Ÿ

Model number: 0304

Ÿ Warranty: Lifetime

2*1.5W
LED lights
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Regalia Hobs Range
Hi-Tech with the latest German Technology brings to you its Regalia range, designed to suit your convenience along with the modern
looks to ﬁt rightin with your modular kitchen. This eﬃcient cooktop not only allows you to cook excellent food but also is much safer
compared to most of the other hobs in the market. Hi-Tech presents you a premium range of hobs at an economical price which comprises
of the Flame Failure Safety Device (FFD) which automatically turns the gas oﬀ if the ﬂame gets blown outin case of strong winds or if any
liquid overﬂows and puts out the ﬂame. Our safety device banishes the fear of igniting a spark if gas is still running after the ﬂame is put out
and this makes it very safe to use by anyone.
Hobs from Hi-Tech have patented Horisun burners that are made of premium quality brass that are most suited for Indian needs. Specially
crafted for Indian cooking style, the burner is designed such that heat is evenly distributed for browning or roasting, making all types of
Indian dishes perfect. The triple-ﬂame burner oﬀers 3.8kw power which helps in cooking at the right level of ﬂame and for making perfect
chapatis. Hi-Tech gas hobs are powerful for speedy cooking, and at the same time, gentle for simmering.
Strong cast iron pan support ensures that the pots/utensils get a steady platform and do not wobble. These iron supports also allow
uniform distribution of heat to the vessel for ideal cooking.The rubber gaskets around the knob prevent water and any other liquid
seepage into the knobs while cleaning. It also improves safety and enhances the life of the product.
The metallic knobs add to the life of the product, considering it is the most used appliance in the kitchen. Hi-Tech's hobs have auto ignition
mechanism which makes it even safer and hassle-free to use. The drip trays catch any material falling from the burner. 8mm toughened
glass body provides strength and safety to the product.

German
technology

Patented Horisun
long lasting
brass burners

With Flame Failure Enamel Coated Strong
Cast Iron Round
Safety Device (FFD)
Pan Support

Metallic knob
45

Auto ignition

8mm black
toughened
tempered glass

Enamel Coated
Drip Trays

Black coating
bottom body
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Regalia 3B

Regalia 4B Plus

Model: 0501

Burner diameter: 125/100/70 mm

Length: 78cm

Burner power: 3.8 / 2.5 / 1.5 kw

Burner diameter: 125/100/90/70mm

Model: 0503

Burner detail: 1 Big Triple Flame / 1 Mini Triple

Size: 780*520*8mm

Burner power: 3.8 / 2.5 / 2.2 /1.5 kw

Length: 78cm

Flame / 1 Mini Dual Flame

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

Size: 780*520*8mm

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

Regalia 4B Classic
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Model: 0502

Burner diameter: 125/100/70mm

Length: 60cm

Burner power: 3.8 / 2.5 / 1.5kw

Burner detail: 1 Big Triple Flame / 1 Mini Triple

Size: 600*520*8mm

Flame /2 Mini Dual Flame

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

Burner detail: 1 Big Triple Flame / 1 Mini Triple
Flame /1 Big Dual Flame / 1 Mini Dual Flame

Regalia 5B

Burner diameter: 125/100/70/50mm

Model: 0504

Burner power: 3.8 / 2.5 / 1.5/ 1.0 kw

Length: 86cm

Size: 860*520*8mm

Burner detail: 1 Big Triple Flame / 1 Mini Triple

Ÿ Warranty: 2 years

Flame / 2 Mini Dual Flame / 1 Single Flame
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Master chef Appliances

SinClean Gold
A highly advanced product in the world of garbage disposal, the SinClean Gold

Chimney

Claypot Multi Cooker 1.5L

0101

Luxotica

0301

Claypot Multi Cooker 4L

0102

Premia

0302

Mini Multi Cooker

0104

Festo

0305

Chef Mate Hot & Cold

0803

Festo Plus

0306

Chef Master 101

0806

Desira

0303

Turbo Blender

0104

Delite

0304

Noodle & Pasta Maker Plus

0903

comes installed with a Panasonic motor that produces minimal to no sound while
functioning. This quiet motor's long life span makes it not only eﬃcient but
extremely durable. A high capacity anti corrosion grinding chamber teamed up
with anti corrosion stainless steel cutter make the Disposer highly eﬃcient at its
job without any obstruction. The French grinding blade guarantees waste
removal to the ﬁnest, while the Taiwanese Micro switch and Overload protector
ensures smooth functioning of the machine. The use of bearings with aerospace
grade lubricants makes the machine all the more powerful and fault-free. A
dishwasher interface makes it a right ﬁt for a conventional as well as a modern
kitchen. This machine is a perfect mix of design, power, and compact size. Give
your kitchen the power of self-clean-up with Hi-Tech's SinClean Gold.

Best-in-class
and Durable
Panasonic Motor

French
Grinding Blade for
Superior Performance

Healthy Living

Hobs

Poshtik Vacuum Blender

0807

Juice Presso Clasic

0801

Juice Presso Pro

0802

Professional Juicer

0804

Rapid Air Fryer

0201

Classic Counter Top
High Quality
Taiwanese
Parts and Components

60

0

0
2,8

Rotating speed
(r/m): 2,800

50
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50
Power: ½ HP

db

<

Noise:
<50 db

Minimal Noise
during Operation

l
0m

20

1

Grinding Cavity
Volume: 1200ml

Operating Voltage:
AC 220-240V

m
g/

2k

4.

Crushing Capacity:
4.2kg/m

Frequency:
50-60Hz

6.5

kg

Ÿ

Model number: 0401

Ÿ

Size: 310x210x335mm

Ÿ Warranty: 5 years on motor

and 1 year on parts

Regalia 3B

0501

Regalia 4B Classic

0502

Regalia 4B Plus

0503

Regalia 5B

0504

Food Waste Disposer

PrOTG 1600

0601

PrOTG 2100

0602

PrOTG 2800

0603

PrOTG 3500

0604

Titan Hand Mixer

0805

Ultra-slim Digital Kitchen Scale

0906

Digital Body Analyzer Scale

0202

Travel Smart Digital Luggage Scale

0203

SinClean Gold

0401

Weight: 6.5kg
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